
PRE-DEPARTURE

Visit the regional website www.carolinas.scbwi.org to make sure you’re aware of everything 
going on in the region—conferences are primarily a networking opportunity, so come armed 
with information you can use to engage your fellow attendees: “I hear there’s a workshop 
scheduled for spring! Who’s planning to sign up?”

Read over the conference brochure. Look at the download information located HERE. 

Register for extras that fit your needs and expectations, being aware of deadlines:
 •Critiques 
 •Portfolio reviews
 •Red-eye Critique
 •First Impressions
 •PAL book information for the conference bookstore
 •Room reservations

Look up websites to learn more about conference speakers. Find out what books they’ve 
written/illustrated/designed/sold/published recently, then visit your local library or bookstore 
to check out the ones in your genre. Nothing pleases a writer, editor, agent, illustrator or art 
director more than familiarity with their work—and you’ll be on your way to compiling your 
own list of favorites.

Look up the hotel online. Get directions. Know the area. Stake out likely gathering spots for 
dinner Friday or late-night catch-up sessions with friends. 

Prepare business cards to exchange with fellow attendees and to offer to editors and agents (if 
asked!).

If you are an illustrator, dust off your portfolio and plan to display it at the Saturday social event. 
Prepare giveaway promotional material to display alongside.

Make a list of questions to ask the professional who critiques your work. Be prepared when that 
person asks if you have any questions.
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Leave copies of your manuscript at home. Passing it to an agent or editor at the conference is 
considered unprofessional.

Pack lightly. Most people dress in a “business casual” style, although there are no guidelines. 
Come prepared for air conditioning malfunctions – too hot and too cold. Wear comfortable 
shoes!

Bring materials to take notes.

ALL ABOARD 
 
We write for children, but we leave them at home or send them on a side trip with the favorite 
auntie and don’t bring them to sessions.

Also leave your day-to-day chores and worries at home. Anticipate a stimulating experience and 
a lot of fun.

Come to the conference with an open mind, ready to learn.

ARRIVAL 

Find the registration table to pick up your conference packet. Included in that packet will be 
schedules and maps and luncheon tickets. 

Wear your name tag. Writers and illustrators are a friendly lot and we want to get to know you 
and invite you to participate with our groups.

Network with other writers from the moment you walk in the door. That’s what the conference 
is all about.

CONFERENCE	ETIQUETTE		

Be aware of the SCBWI blogging and recording policy:

By registering for this conference, you acknowledge that audio taping, video taping and/
or transmitting or aiding in any of the foregoing of any part of the conference (including, 
but not limited to, presentations, individual sessions and networking events) is prohibited. 
Additionally, the material in all handouts and presentations is copyrighted and may not 
be reprinted, blogged, written, orally transmitted, and/or reproduced without written 
permission of the copyright holder only. If you are found in violation of the above, SCBWI 
reserves the right to remove you from the conference and bar you from attending future 
conferences.

While we  think it’s great when bloggers share thoughts about their overall experience, 
offer a personal anecdote, and/or briefly talk about something that resonated with them,  



it is equally important that bloggers not give away that which is not theirs to give. The fair 
use policy issued by SCBWI above refers to speakers’ rights, authors’ rights, and illustrators’ 
rights, under any circumstances, and it pertains to the content of our speakers’ talks, 
workshops, and/or handouts. This falls into the category of protecting intellectual property. 
Again, personal impressions, a quote that is cited, and/or a general overview would be 
considerate. However, it would be a breach of copyright law to give away a detailed report 
of a presenter’s material. Thank you in advance for taking this policy into account. Your 
professionalism is greatly appreciated.

Turn cell phone ring to silent. Be conscious of others if you text, tweet or blog. Find a space near 
the back of the room if you are working on a laptop.

Attend the breakout sessions you requested and are listed on your schedule. Each session has 
been assigned to a location based on the anticipated attendance.

Be on time for sessions. Late arrivals distract the speaker and the participants.

Most speakers provide time for questions in their sessions. Use this time for questions about 
writing, publishing or illustrating rather than those specific to your project. 

Water glasses and pitchers of ice water will be available in each meeting room. Eating during a 
session is unprofessional.

Remain throughout the entire presentation. If you find you must leave for personal reasons or 
for a critique session, be courteous and walk out as quietly as possible.

Speak briefly to presenters after the session, not monopolizing the conversation. Be aware that 
another speaker might be arriving in the room for the next session. Plan on meeting conference 
speakers again at appropriate, designated mingling times.

Practical tip: If you receive a business card from an editor, agent, writer or illustrator, at the 
earliest convenient time, note details about the conversation on the back of the card. It will 
come in handy later.

Now is NOT the time to pass along a manuscript to an editor or agent, but make sure you have 
practiced your one-sentence “elevator pitch” so you’ll be prepared if someone asks, “What 
are you working on?” Tip: Asking that question is the best way to get to know your fellow 
attendees!

Collect useful papers: publishers’ guidelines, magazines, SCBWI information, business cards, etc. 
Bring a bag to carry the books you purchase at the bookstore.



FINALLY,	BACK	HOME	

Review and organize your notes while they are fresh in your mind.

If you have a manuscript or illustration that fits an editor’s needs, submitting it is appropriate 
after the conference. Mention in a cover letter that you attended the SCBWI Carolinas 
Conference. Ditto for agents. Submission guidelines and send-by dates will be listed in your 
conference packet.

Maintain connections with conference attendees.

Make	plans	to	attend	the	23rd	Annual	Carolinas	Conference	in	2015!	


